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Ford's Brother Visits
by Ray Bules - -
"The name of the game in
politics is to get out, meet
you, press the flesh..." That's
the pragmatic view of politics
expressed by Tom -- Ford, the
President's younger brother,
as he .spoke Wednesday in
Lowry Center Pit.
Ford talked at length about
his family, describing his
older brother's "most out-
standing characteristic" as his
"humanness." "Jerry," he
noted, "had a thorough,- - gen-
uine love of people as proof
note the overwhelming agree-
ment with which his nomi-
nation was' received by the
Congress with whom he had
fought for 25 years."
Ford agreed with --most
current speakers and pollsters
in asserting that "the election
will be decided on the day" by
those voters currently unde--
c ided He. predicted,- - --ioQuUBjeMiOTTfi
that "the power of the incum- - Jerry," about the problems ofbency" will swing the election
in his brother's favor.
' Ford gives his brother a
great edge over Carter in the
area of.Tdefense. Carter, he
declared, takes a negative ap-
proach to -- defense, claiming
"waste" but refusing to tell
Record Co-o- p
Sales Begin ,
The Record Co-O-p is back!
Under the auspices of Lowry
Center Board and Co-o- p coor-
dinator Jane Denovchek, the
Coop, located across from
Mom's in Lower Lowry, is
once again open for business.
The Co-o- p, open Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 4 to 7
p.m. sells current albums for
an incredibly low $4.35, in-
cluding tax. Used albums may
also be sold through the Co-
op by individual students; the
organization takes no com-
mission. v ; 7 -
Geoff Good, John Carroll,
and Georgia. Haas are Co-o- p
directors for the 1976-7- 7 year.
They apologize for the delay in
opening the Co-o- p, but note
that money problems forced
its late arrival on the Wooster
'scene.
.
The Co-o- p, at the beginning
of this year, was $1000 in the
red, as a result of having paid
no sales taxes to the state for
three years, and having out- -
, Continued on page 6
where "waste" can be cut. He
accused Mondale of voting for
"every single defense cut, no
matter what the direction."
In contrast, Ford noted that
his brother, who advocates a-polic- y
of "strength through
deterrence," was a member of
the defense sub-committ- ee in
Congress for 22 years. In
addition, he stated that, dur-
ing his brother's administra- - :
tion, "the percentage of de-
fense programs has gone
down, while the percentage of
social welfare programs has .
risen." - ; -
Ford took time out from his '
campaign speech to make
some astute political obser-
vations. "Bureaucrats," he .":
noted, "never have, enough."
'
"I always give them a good
politician's answer and talk - --
about motherhood and the.
flag." , :iV
Ford sooke at lenath about
higher education. --"The sad --
thing about student loans," he
said, "is the atrocious rates of
repayment. ' Legislators .
should be tougher on this."
' Ford praised private col-
leges, declaring that the cost
per student in private colleges
is significantly less that that
found in public colleges. Ford --
noted that the businesslike
operation characteristic of pri-- - .
vate colleges should be adopt-
ed by state institutions, in
order to free more money for ,
scholarships.
German Church
Reps To Meet With Students
by Pam McArthur
An exciting and unusual
opportunity is coming to
Wooster next week. Four per-
sons from the Evangelical
Church of the German Demo-
cratic Republic are in the
U.S., returning a visit made by
representatives of the Nation-
al Council of Churches. They
will be spending time in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia --
and Wooster, the only under-
graduate college they are
visiting.
The four visitors are:
Albrecht Schonherr. Bishop of
Berlin-Brandenbu- rg and chair-
person of the Church Govern-
ors' Council. Schonherr"s ex-
periences have been influenc-
ed by his acquaintance with
Dietrich Bqnhoeffer, and his
participation in the Confess-
ing Churchwhich united..
Wooster, Ohio, Friday, October 29,
t
" I
i
1
t
'j
against the Nazi regime. A
second member of the party is
his wife, Annemarie Schon-
herr, an ordained pastor who
is active in many religious
groups, including the East
German National Evangelical
Women's Organization. The
other two people are Theodor
Gill, a Moravian pastor who
has been involved in parish
work and the ecumenical
peace conference of Eastern
Europe; and Walter Schulz,
who after serving three years
as a prisoner of war, took up
theological studies and has
been active in areas on Christ-
ian education, church music,
and worship.
The Wooster community at
large will have two occasions
to meet and talk with these
people. On Thursday, Novem-
ber 4 at 8:00 in Douglass
1976
Tom Ford speaks In Lowry Center Pit. Photo
Lounge, there will be a pro
gram entitled, "Where in the
World is the Church?" There
will be time for informal
dialogue and the program will
end with ecumenical liturgy.
The following morning from
10 - 11:30, the four visitors
will be available to meet with
individuals or small groups.
For more information on the
Friday morning events, con-
tact Glenn Bucher.- - Also,
Nancy Lukens has copies of
"Finding Our Way in a Social-
ist Society", an article by
Schonherr which indicates
some of his main concerns
and interests.
This is a great chance to
meet and talk with people
whose backgrounds and ex-
periences are very different
from ours; there is a lot of
room for learning and sharing.
Don't miss the opportunity!
Number 15
by Da StulU.
Octoberfest
Scheduled
Do you have the urge to
Dolka vour feet off this Satur
day. October 30? Come to
3abcock's annual October-
fest! Entertainment will be
provided by Willie Schrelber's
Polka Band, and pretzels,
radishes, cider, and, of
course, beer will be part of the
evening fare.
. The Octoberfest will com-
mence with a torchlight pro-
cession, starting at Babcock
at 8:30 p.m. This group will
march around the campus,
endina up at Babcock to wit
ness a traditional German
ueddina.
Festivities at the October-
fest will run from 9:00 p.m. to
1 :00 a.m. All are welcome fori
an evenina of dancing in
Babcock dining hall.
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Where Foird A'rt TEdou 9
by Doug Pinkham
When President Ford stated
in the last debate that, "There
is no Soviet domination in
Eastern Europe," he caused
an awful lot of confusion
among an awful lot of people.
As I see it, the President
either:
A. Forgot how ' big and
powerful Russia is and
how small and powerless
Eastern Europe Is.
B. Forgot what the word
"Domination" means.
C. Forgot that somebody
besides Jimmy Carter
was listening to him.
D. Forgot his high school
geography.
Now, as we carefully. look at
these explanations, we may
eliminate certain ones right
away. Ford obviously knows
how big and powerful Russia
is. (After all," he has Henry
Kissinger to tell him so at
least twice a week.) And
besides ', he knows we've been
holding more arms limitation
talks with Russia than Poland
lately. As for his possibly
forgetting what "domination"
means, I doubt if Ford would .
use such a word if he didn't
know it's definition.
Looking to the next choice,
I think it is safe to assume
that Ford knew he -- was xn
national television and notjust chatting with Mr. Carter.
(With all the publicity, not to
Uaosttr
mention the camera men and
technicians; he would have a
hard time not knowing it.)
By utilizing the age-ol-d
process of elimination, we
find that the only explanation
remaining is that our Presi-
dent forget his basic geo-graph-y.
You may not agree
with the idea, but I do have
some evidence to back it up.
According to a recent
ASSOCIATED PRESS story,
Ford has been having trouble
trying to remember which
states are where in America.-I- n
fact, he's been getting them
mixed up quite a bit lately.
While making 'speeches in
Illinois at the beginning of his
current campaign trip, he
announced, ''Betty and I cele--
brated our 28th anniversary
last night, up in Joliet,
Indiana Later on, he told the
students of Iowa State Univer-
sity that "It's great to be in
Ohio!" And then, as if we
hadn't had enough, when the
- train. stopped at Lincoln,- - Ill-
inois this past weekend,' he
enthusiastically exclaimed, --
"It's great to be in Pontiac!"
On the whole, he left a lot of
people, wondering if they were
living in the right place.
The next question has to be
"If Ford has trouble remem-
bering his own country, how
can we expect him to be fight
all the time when it comes to .
.
discussing Russia and East-
ern Europe?" Well, I get the
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feeling that he wasn't even
talking about Russia and
Eastern Europe in the first
place. Perhaps he meant that
"There . is no Australian
domination in Portugal.", or
"Joliet, Illinois is not under
the domination-- of Lincoln,
Nebraska." As things now
stand, any reasonable person
can see that the President
should not be held responsi-
ble for his geographic com-
ments. -
I do hope,, however," that in
the future Mr. Ford will think
before he makes such, start-
ling . foreign- - poricy state-- ,
ments. I also trust that he will
make an effort to try to
memorize this country a little
better. If not, we may see him
standing at the presidential
podium on innauguration day,
smiling broadly and proclaim-
ing, "Ifs; great to be in
- Poughkeepsie!"
LETTERS
Unions Control
Dear Editor: -
I believe that it is high time
for citizens to vote republi-
cans to office to counter the
large numbers of union- -
' backed democrats. '
. People of both . parties,
please realize that the good of
. our country relies not just on
: organized associations and
unions, but upon the unbiased
. desires of the multitudes.
At present, union bosses
claim that they control a
majority of the predominantly
. democratic majority in con-
gress. Also, in the State of
Ohio every . democrat, - to a
A man, voted for even more than
. the unions expected. Fortun-
ately, in 975 our republican
governor vetoed the legisla- -'
tion.
Don'ti GeH
The following five stories
are presented as a public
service by the WOOSTER
VOICE. We ask only that you
read them carefully and vote
on November 2 for the candi-
date you truly believe can best
lead America, in domestic and
foreign areas. Take the follow-
ing claims, though, for what
they are in an election year. In
1956,' the WOOSTER VOICE
ran a similar set of articles,'
' including " the following.
Please read the others only
after and in light of
reading this one.
Vice President Richard
Nixon has served, for the past
four years. Accomplishing, ,
TO THE
Democrats
Similarly, in 'our national
legislature both houses voted
to require alt unions to take
part in work stoppages
brought about by any one
union.. We were; sayed. from
this debacle by Mr. Ford's
veto. '
.
.
There are, of course, many
members of unions, but they
are still a small minority as
compared to our total popula-
tion. For the good of all; let's
let union backing result in a
detriment to candidates. -
Henry Gulling
Thank You,
C.O.W.
To The Editor:
The Blopdmobile Comrnit- -
with typical efficiency both
the administrative and legisla-
tive duties of the vice-presiden- cy,
Dick Nixon has served
the cause of peace with his
around-the-wor- ld tours.
Accompanied by his wife,
Pat, he has done more than
anyone else in the United
States today to show the
nations of the world that. the
United States is the champioa
of international peace and
security. . " ' .-Calif- ornia-Bom
.-
-
Richard Nixon was born and
now makes his home in;
California. After receiving his
law degree from Duke Uni-
versity he served as an admin- -
istrative assistant in Washing--'
ton. Giving up his job to run
EDITOR
--tee wishes to offer its Thanks
to Those faculty, students and
staff who helped In making
this fall s .Biooo urive mex "most successful Iri many
years.; Two hundred and thirty
; one imembers of -- the College
7"6f Wooster community donat-
ed their "7 blood, Stime and
energy " at
. the ; Red Cross
Bloodmobile last "Thursday,
v Oct. 21 st, Wooster.should be
proud" of such; fine participa--
i;tioh in one ofthe College's
few sincere projects. May we
encourage an even greater
show of -- concern when the
Bloodmobile; - returns to
C.O.W. in the spring.
Ellen Thomas 1 O
Julie Hallenbeck
Jim VanHorn
The Bloodmobile Committee
gaomi
for Congress, he served in
both the 80th and 81st Con-
gress, it was during this time
that he proved himself to be
an efficient and judicious law-
maker. ',
'' Nixon Ferrets Out Hiss
.
-
. . . . - .
.
-
.
!
- wnue serving in unyieaa,
Mr." Nixon received public
attention for his work on the
House Un-Ameri- can Activities
Committee which. led to the
eventual conviction of Alger
. Hiss for perjury. This service
assisted young Nixon in his
election to the United States
Senate in 1950. .- - .
With a record of honesty
; and integrity Dick .Nixon
would prove to be. one of the
: greatest presidents ine uimcu
States has ever had, -- . - '
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"Floes" Oofecfioir OoseiijissesSMir MW&m&
Have you ever wondered
what it would be like to direct
a play? Annetta Jefferson
talked about directing and the
play she's currently working
on, "The Flies," in a recent
interview.
First, the director selects
the play. "I chose The Flies'
because it is a play of ideas
and can be an educational
experience for the audience
and the people participating in
it," Jefferson said.
She believes students,
should be exposed to ideas
that have influenced thinking
and theater. "The Files," writ-
ten by Jean-Pa- ul Sartre in
Nazi-occupi- ed France during
World War II, was considered
a dangerous play at that time
and has continued to have
important impact on existen-
tial philosophy.
Jefferson also pointed out
that "The Flies" gives a stu-
dent a chance to experience a
form of the theater other than
that being seen on the con-
temporary stage. "The Files"
is written in a formal vein and
GMAT
utilizes classic style and
language. It calls for stylized
and realistic acting and can
serve as a step for a student
who is striving to become at
ease with more complex
dramas, such as some of
Shakespeare's plays.
Second, the director is in
charge of casting the play.
Students Christopher Henley,
Mary Beidler, Robert Coffey,
Debbie Sauder, and faculty
members Richard Figge and
Raymond McCall have key
roles in "The Files."
Third, the director conducts
the rehearsals and works with
individuals, helping them to
develop the characters. "It's
important to have a personal
relationship with the actors to
help them perform to their,
maximum abilities," Jefferson
said, adding, "I especially
enjoy working with students
who have not had must acting
experience because they have
not yet acquired bad acting
habits."
On the technical side of
directing, Jefferson said, "I
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try to allow the students to
use creativity in the areas in
which they .'have expertise."
The director supervises and
coordinates the technical
aspects of production, mak-
ing sure that the music, sound
effects, and lights create the
desired effect and that the set
is comfortable for the actors.
The cast and crew, about 40
students and faculty mem-
bers, have been rehearsing six
nights a week. Jefferson said,
"Everyone has been working
hard and putting In extra time
Bike Touring
Becoming Popular Pastime
by Michelle McDowell
People are finding more and
more ways to "get away from
it all" these days. Some go
back-packin- g,
.some partici-
pate in a sport, and others
take up various hobbies. In an
effort to "get away" and expert
ience something new, a friend
and I discovered an excellent
way to keep in shape and take
our minds off the hassles of
everyday life. We discovered
the thrill and excitement of .
distance bicycling.
Our trip came about when a
friend Stuart Thomas, de-
cided that bicycling would be
an excellent way to get to
Michigan.. I had no reason for
going on this excursion other
than the fact that 1 had never
been to Michigan. And so
began the planning for a trip
along the 280 odd miles of
backroads between Wooster,
Ohio and Lansing, Michigan.
Our planning for the trip
was rather unorganized; we
did not even have all of our
maps together until two days
before we were to leave. It was
pretty hectictShat last week;
trying to get ready while
studying for finals.
We somehow managed to
get every thig in order, and we
left Wooster on a sunny
Wednesday morning after a
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and the cast is very enthusias-
tic about the play."
Jefferson believes that the
Wooster campus does not
support theater as much as it
should. In this case, she said
that students will read that .
this play is by Sartre and say
to themselves, "I won't under-
stand a thing that's going on."
She agreed that "The Flies" is
a difficult play, but said, 'The
audience can't always have
cake. Sometimes they must
have food for thought. How-
ever, Jefferson added that this
grueling English exam on
Tuesday afternoon; we were
ready to be gone! We were .
carrying some 40 pounds of'
various "essentials," includ- - -- -
ing about five pounds of food ;
each, in packs strapped to our
bike racks. We also carried
sleeping bags, which were to
serve as our beds for the next
four days. .
When we began the trip, we :
had prayed there would be no
rain. However, we soon rea-- .
lized that the sun could also
be a negative factor on our
riding. We were rather "toast-
ed" after the first two days.
This did not bother us all that
much, though, because -- wer --
were too entranced by the
enormous farms and little
arm towns that we were
constantly passing through.
We stopped in quite a few of
these towns to take a break
and get something to drink. I
cannot say enough about the
people in these towns; they
were always very interested-i- n ..
what we were doing, and were
always willing to show us
short-cu- ts that kept quite' a
few miles off of the odometer.
We arrived in Lansing on
schedule; four days and 280
miles after we had departed
Wooster. Although we were
happy to be in Lansing, we
DINO'S
DRIVE - THRU
Pizza
Beer -- Wine
Champagne .
11:00 to 11:00
phone: 282-044- 4
Right at the foot of Baall.
production will have visual
scenes and effects that
should appeal to the audience
and that the play contains
good Ideas and should, be
dramatically interesting.
"I've wanted to do "The
Flies" since I saw it for the
first time in New York in
1951," said Jefferson. Her
long wait is over. "The Flies"
will be presented Nov. 4 - 6 in
Freedlander Theater, sponsor-
ed by the cultural events v
committee. ' -
were both a little sad that the
trip was over. When the bikes
were secured for. the trip
home, Stu and t stopped to
think about all that had taken
place since , we had first
decided to bike to Michigan. I
then realized, though not for
the first time, that the experi-
ences I had and the know-
ledge of touring I acquired on
that trip would always remain
vivid in my memory.
By now, many of you are
probably saying to yourself:
'where does he come off
wasting space in the. news-
paper to talk about his adven-
tures?' Well, I can only answer
this by saying that t hope,iby
expressing my enthusiasum
for biking, that I have stirred
the urge for something similar
in at least a few of you., ,
A bike trip, whatever length, .
is somethig for all of you to
consider. The cost (at least for
a medium-lengt- h trip) 1s mini-
mal; Stu and I spent about 10
or 20 dollars each. The plan-
ning need not be extensive --
maps alone can get you there.
And you can (though from
experience I do not suggest it)
get by with only a few warmup
rides of about 20 miles or so. --
Ten-speed touring, like any
other pasttime, is not to
everyone's taste. Once you
have toured, however, you will
find as Stu and I did that you
will start imagining all sorts of
', tours to a thousand different
areas of the country. Some,
call it biking fever; I call it an ,
exceiiA;i togo America.
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Why-- , vote for Carter?
.Though there are many issues
.that will affect the outcome of --
this election, several major)
ones are clearly crucial. The ;
question of how to deal with
Campaign rhetoric aside,
Gerald R. Ford seems to be
the candidate tailored to the
Presidential suit.
Why not Carter? Aside from
the fact that he has yet to be
5
Socialist Workers presiden-
tial candidate Peter Camejo
has spent much of his life on
the front line of struggles to
advance the. rights and well--
Are you really ready for the
monotony of another four
years under that same tired,
ineffective leadership (Ford or
Carter)? Have you swallowed
; A -- J.-r 4 '
Hopeful
our economic problems Is the
first of these. First, for his
economic stand. While Ford
advocates fighting inflation
and then hoping that this will
; stimulate the economy Into
growth that might provide
additional work for at least
some of the jobless, Carter,
feels that fighting unemploy--
." men should be our economic
priority. Lowered unemplpy--
" ment would 'take the pressure
off oar large cities where thejobless rate is highest, and
would reduce the huge
specific on his programs, as
most voters would like, there
are two considerations to take
c Into account. Carter is ine-
xperienced in NATIONAL and
. INTERNATIONAL affairs.
- A .brief stint as Governor of
Georgia is the only back-
ground Carter has had to date.
His experience in foreign
affairs is nil. Carter also
seems to lack the ability to
compromise. He is too self-righteo- us.
In fact, he frightens
many of the leaders of West-- j
ern Europe with this very
.
quality. .
In both areas, Ford's quali-
ties stand out in striking
comparison. The President is
a practical, realistic leader
whose personality does not
contain characteristics anti- -
being of working people
Camejo, 36has been a mem-
ber of the Socialist Workers
party since 1959.. He was a
. founding member of the na--:
tion's largest socialist youth
organization, the Young Soci-
alist Alliance, in 1960.
Camejo attended the Mas-- ,
sachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and the University of
California at Berkeley.
- The Socialist Workers have
nominated Willie Mae Reid for
vice-preside- nt Reid, 36, grew
up in Memphis, where she
supported civil rights- - strug-
gles that ended the segre- - '
gated seating of Blacks on
thosetradiUonai and tradi-tional- ly
broken promises
again? If not, cast your vote
for Roger Mac Bride, the Lib-
ertarian candidate for Presi-
dent."
.
"
-
-
Mac Bride stands for the
abolition of worthless and
inefficient' laws which en-
croach on your personal free-
doms. If elected, he will re-
peal laws regulating drugs
and consensual behavior, as
well as all laws designed to
protect a person from himself.
Little by little, these laws limit
the freedoms guaranteed you
by the Constitution! If you
-- : Will our government. con-
tinue to serve the interests of
the rich and the super-ric- h,
the huge corporate and bank-
ing interests, and the military-industri- al
complex? NO not
if we united behind Gus Hall,
Communist Party Candidate
for President! Hall sees the
crying shame of American pri-
orities, and if elected, he will
make American government
s Take
amount we spend on welfare
each year. It would . also
directly benefit those who
need the help the most, the
poor and unemployed. It is
better to pay someone for ajob than to send out a huge
pile of welfare checks. 7
A second major reason to
vote for Carter is that he advo-
cates an orderly foreign policy
rather than our present isolat-
ed forays into the world of
diplomacy. He recommends
that our first priority lie with
allies (West Europe, Japan,
thetical to compromise. As far
as experience is concerned,
the nation has endured the
growing pains of a new Presi-
dent and is now able to enjoy
the results of Ford's intern-
ship.
We are not in the midst of
another depression - as some
supposed we would be. This
is no small achievement, con-
sidering the state of the
economy at the time President
Ford assumed office.
Specifically, inflation has
been reduced significantly in
the last two years. Employ-
ment is at an all-ti- me high,
although the figures cited by
the President's detractors can
be misleading.
It is often pointed out that a
large portion of the American
cjty buses. She has helped to
organize support for the mas-
sive desegregation marches in
Boston.
Right now, the United
States is in the worst eco-
nomic depression since the
1930's. Millions are unem-
ployed. Each week our take-hom- e
pay buys less. Health
care, education, and welfare
are being slashed. Painful?
You bet it's painfull But it's
painful for working people, '
not wealthy peanut farmers.
Those of us who are Black,
Puerto Rican, or Chicano have
suffered the highest rates of
layoffs. Those of us who are
vote for Mac Bride, this in-
fringement by government will
cease.
Mac Bride stands for the
abolition of the F.B.I, and the
C.I.A., both, of which have
overreached their bounds and
threaten to turn American into
an Orwellian state of police
rule. He stands for the abo- -
lition of expensive, but in-
efficient programs such as
"Social Security, Medicare,
and Civil Service, which gob- - ;
ble up your tax dollars, but
give you nothing substantial
in return, and in fact, reduce
your personal freedom.
once again serve the needs of
the American people.
A basic turn from big busi-
ness profits to people's needs
means jobs, decent educa-
tion, free college tuition, cul-
tural and recreational oppor-
tunities equality, and peace
for youth. That's right a vote
for Hall is a vote for free Col-
lege tuition!
A vote for Hall is also a vote
Wooster
Stands On Issues
Israel, etc.) and that attempts
at detente take place after our
allies are secure. This would
not only prevent the problems
we have had in keeping na-
tions friendly to .us, but It
would give us a much stronger
base for negotiation with
other nations.
Carter strongly advocates a
reorganization of Our govern-
ment, something he was able
to accomplish in Georgia. The
advantage of this is not saving
money as- - much as it is
making government more ef--
labor force is unemployed.
The qualification that has
been omitted is that there has
been a phenomenal growth of
the labor force in the United
States. Have you ever thought
that we are now at peace?
That hundreds of thousands
of men are not in Vietnam, but
in the labor market? Have you
ever stopped to think how
many jobs were created to fill
the orders for guns and
bombs and tanks and jets?
In foreign affairs, the Ford
administration has done an
outstanding job. The Arab-Israe- li
settlement and the de-
fusing of racial tensions in
South Africa are two cases in
point. Carter, on the other
hand, has had absolutely no
experience in foreign affairs.
women have been denied
equal pay for equal work,
"while the" Democratic and Re-
publican politicians attempt
to sabotage passage for the
Equal Rights Amendment.
. Working hours should be
reduced with no reduction in
take-hom- e pay in order to
spread the available work and
achieve full employment.
Unemployment compensation
should be paid by the govern-
ment at full union wages for
as long as the person is unem-
ployed.
Tuition, books, and living
expenses should be furnished
to all who want to attend
Government price controls
must cease, and under Mac
Bride's leadership, they will.
Mac Bride will abolish the In-
come Tax, and, in fact, all
.
forms of taxation, which are
an unconstitutional infringe-
ment on your Constitutional
rights. He will also abolish all
government energy price fix-
ing.
Mac Bride will not allow the
United States to pursue its
present policy of bullying
colonialism.. He demands that
the U.S. grant immediate in-
dependence to its colonial
possessions, and promises
for full employment. Hall
advocates a six-ho- ur day for
workers. with no cut in pay to .
achieve this end. Can Ford or
Carter do as much? Hall will
guarantee job training and un--
employment insurance for all
youth with or without previousjob records. These two steps
alone will make room for eight
to ten million more workers in
industry.
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fective. Presently as many as
ten agencies have control over
one given problem area, and
with this kind of overlap it is
impossible to get much done.
Finally, as a candidate Car-
ter has a broad background of
experience in many areas
including government, busi-
ness, physics, and politics.
He is also human enough to
make mistakes, and as in the
last televised debate, to admit
them,' correct them, and go
back to work. What more can
we ask?
Many claim that inreinn
affairs successes are Henry
Kissinger's work. In any case,
they are a result of Gerald
Ford's administration.
Finally, Ford and the
Democrat - controlled Con-gress provide a critical check
on each other. Good compro-
mises always result when two
opposing viewpoints clash.
Gerald R. Ford, our Presi-
dent, is the most suitable man
for the White House. He
knows his job and. has the
critical experience needed for
success. Before you gamble
on Brand X, take a look at the
odds. They're might long.
Take a look at Carter's dubi-
ous achievements, if any.
Then cast your vote for a sure
thing - Jerry Ford.
colleges and trade schools.
Everyone, from birth to old
age, should be guaranteed full
medical and dental care
through a free program of
socialized medicine. All re-
tired and disabled persons
should . receive government-finance- d
benefits at full union
wages. -
Working people today can-
not rely on the Democratic
and Republican parties, which
are financed and controlled by
big business to defend their
profits. We must break from
them. Vote Camejo and Reid,
the Socialist Workers ticket
your ticket this Tuesday.
that .all intervention In the
Middle East and elsewhere in
the world will cease, upon his
election. He also supports
immediate withdrawal from
the United Nations, a hostile
body which is essentially
worthless on the world stage.
Mac Bride will rip the cloak
of secrecy from government
surveillance operations, and
keep government from en-
croaching on the individual's
personal freedoms. He will be
a strong leader, , worthy of
your support in this election.
Roger Mac Bride deserves to
be our next President.
Both Carter and Mondale
were part of the Trilateral
Commission which concluded
that American capitalism can
no longer stand to be bound
by democracy. Carter, too,
when he was Governor of
Georgia, said after the Kent
State murders that if the
opportunity presented itself,
he would send out the Nation-continu- ed
on page 9
Myers House Offers Aid
. Just what Is Myers house?
Myers house is a. personal":
growth and resource center,
"
offering a variety of different
services First, and most im--
--
: portant, Myers house Is a
- listening ear; a place where J
people are ready and willing to
listen and talk. If you feel the :
, need or desire to explore-alternative- s,
talk out problems '
and feelings, or just need a :
sounding board, we invite you .
to come down or - call at
extension 493- - The biggest
objective of Myers house is to -
provide support and honest :
feedback.
Another important service
of Myers house Is its library.
We have a wide selection of ,
dooks, amcies ana pampnieis
deal inn with human sevualitv0 - y i
.
values-clarificatio- n,
.
birth- - '
controt, personal growth
drugs and alcohol. If Andrews .
. doesn't have it, check our:
I hra ru -
k . . . L. . I . :iviyers nouse aiso nas pro
grams available for dorms or ..."
houses. The purpose of the
Alcohol and Drugs Program is
to give out information con-
cerning 1 them, and promote
discussion about their use on
campus. --The Contraceptives
Program provides information
about every type of birth,
control from rythym to abor--
Campus Council
Campus Problems
bv Peaav Weissbrod -
It might interest some of
you to learn that there is a
group on ' campus actually
doing something about your
complaints over Hellweek,
visitation hours, and other
campus concerns. Campus
Council is an organization
designed to provide a founda-
tion for the communication
tween the administration, the
faculty, and the student body.
Presently- - chaired by
member-at-larg-e Bob Beane,
the Council has fifteen mem--
bers. There are three admin-
istration members; Fred
Cropp, Ken Plusquellec and
Hans Jenny. At the moment
there are' only two faculty
members; Annetta Jefferson
and Glenn Bucher, but a third
member is expected to be .
appointed soon. Three of the
nine student membership
positions are required to be
filled by the President of SGA,
Dean Walker; the Vice Presi-
dent of SGA, Stew-Masse- y;
and the Chairperson of LCB,
Becky Blackshear. The other-- '
six members are members-at-larg- e
elected by the student
body. They are Loren Hintz,
BiHy Bovers, Jeff Kachmar,
Rod Kennedy, Graham New- -
enn anrl Rnh ReanA
One of Campus Council's
goals this quarter is a com--
plete investigation and evalua-- r
tion of Hellweek activities.
The, Hellweek committee,
headed by Graham Newson
-- t ion. Myers house also has a
program concerning sex rolesr
...which is a discussion-typ- e,
program on stereotypes' and
role-expectati- ons as they re-
late to the great social life of
!;this free institution. The as-sertive- ness
training program
discusses ways in "which a
,
' person can assert her or him-- '.
self creatively and effectively.
Myers will present several;,
v campus-wid- e , programs, in-- -
eluding movies and speakers.
We will also have some smal.l- -:
er programs to facilitate per-
sonal growth and awareness.
Myers, house
.
also has a
dsk sitting service, so that,
someone Is usually there to
.
sign out books from the
: library and answer the phone.
If no one is sitting desk in the
library and . you need some
help with something, please,
just knock on any door. --
Finally Myers house is
people; trained and informed
people who care.. People who
play soccer, play tennis, make
stained glassed ornaments,
play organ, drive old beat-u- p
Fords, model for art classes,
flunk bio-test- s, go to the
College of Wooster, and live
in Myers house., Myers is
located at the corner of Pine
and College Streets : kitty-corn-er
from Hygeia.
mendation for changes in the
Section and Club guidelines
concerning their Hellweek
activities. Campus Council
plans to publish a report by
. the beginning of Winter Quart-
er in response to the many
campus members who have
- been disturbed by Hellweek in
the past.
Some of Council's other
concerns include promoting
student and faculty awareness
'
of the Code of Academic Inte-
grity, improving communica-
tion on campus, race relations
and the funding possibilities
available to interested student
groups. At the moment, one
of Council's problems is try-
ing to find a mutually con-
venient meeting time for their
extremely activity-minde- d,
members.- - So far the - only
possible meeting time seems
to be Sundays around mid-
night. If you are interested in
learning how Campus Council
solves this dilemma, as well
as how they achieve their
more important goals, check
the Nerve Center Board in
Lowry Basemejit. The minutes
of the latest meetings are al- -
( ways posted there, for anyoneinterested in what Campus
Council is doing for - the
student " body - which it
represents.
Smithvillo Inn
. 109 West Main
Smithville
"Where Chicken is King"
669-284- 1
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Myers House provides students with sdvics on psrsonal
Snyder. . .
theatre Students Stage
"Les Mamelles de Tiresias"("The Breasts of Tiresias") a
surrealistic French play by
Guilliaume Appolinaire, will
be presented by students in
the French department at the
College of Wooster on Satur-
day, October 30 at 7:00 p.m.
in Shoolroy Theatre. Admis--.
sion is free.
First performed in 1 91 7, the
play concerns itself with the
repopulation of France after
Ask Dear FOafos
Dear Flabs:
I have this terrible problem
and I don't know what to do
about it. You see, whenever
my boyfriend and I go out, he
always flosses his teeth in
public. We may be at a movie,
dancing, or just eating dinner
and all of a sudden he'll pull
out his dental floss, break off
a strand, and proceed to pull it
.between his front teeth. Now,
I'm for personal hygiene and
all that, but isn't he going a bit
too far?
CONFUSED
Dear Confused:
First of all, have you ever
thought of changing your
name? With a girlfriend
named "Confused," there's no
wonder he likes to embarrass
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6
'' U- - lfc A
j- - : I
World War I and with the
liberation of women. Therese,
a woman in a mythical place
called Zanzibar, renounces
her femininity and becomes a
man called Tiresias. Her hus-
band decides that it is his
duty to repopulate Zanzibar,
so he produces 40,050 child-
ren in a single day.
"Les Mamelles de Tiresias"
is being presented by stu-
dents in a contemporary .
you in public.
In regards to your question:
What's so terrible about a man
who flosses his teeth? There
are much worse habits than
that, you know. Try to be
understanding with him. Let
him know you love him even
when he doesn't floss. And If
that doesn't work, take an
umbrella and hit him in the
mouth.
Send your problems and per-
versions to: ASK FLABS CO
THE VOICE.
r
1 THE BEVERAGE CENTER I
! 927 E. Bowman I
OPCN: 9 a.m. -- 10:30 p.m.
J MON. THRU THURS.
I 9 a.m. 1 1 :30 p.m.
I FRIDAY, SAT.
-
264-146- 2 -
THE .
In th Collag Hill S H'O f iStopplnf Cntar , ,
problems. (Photo by Mark
Drama
'French drama course taught
by Judith Miller. The perform-
ance will be given in French.
-
"Apollinaire gave reign to
his fantasy in creating this
play in order to free his public
from the constraints of every-
day reality," notes Prof.
Miller. Tiresias" is a play
about the limitlessriess of
theatre as well as about
women's and men's libera-
tion."
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
.
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPUCATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
333 EAST LIBERTY
264-234-4
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by Bill Reedy
At this very minute, the
good people, of Westminster
House, (not to be confused
with Westminster Church
House), are working hard to
make sure you have an enjoy-
able Halloween. Why? Be-
cause they are basically good
folks who want to see to it
that you enjoy yourself. And
how are they going to make
sure you will enjoy yourself?
By throwing a party.. .A party
you say?... Why advertise a
mere party in the Voice?... Be--v
cause this will not be a
run-of-the-- mill social event.
No Sir. This will be perhaps
the party of the year. West
Store Hours: Saturday 9:30 -- 5:30
riH MlV T ; i if
7 WWmt
I 1 iT.i
3
i
mm
mm
'U . 1 rimII71
.7
.
t;
1 A "
Young Men's Pantry Main Floor
It Pays
Partly in Gag
minster House in conjunction
with Lowry Center Board is
sponsoring a Halloween
PartyHaunted House Ex-
travaganza on Sat., October
30th, from 9:00 p.m. - 1:00
a.m. in the Cage. And here's
what makes this party so
special:
1. There will be games all
night long. How long has
it beert since you went
bobbin for apples?... they
have this and other such
Halloween gamesr
2. You don't like games? --
There's good music and
dancing from 9:00 - 1 :00
(a touch of the ordinary)
3. There will be movies. Not
Straight Leg
Corduroy Jeans
$1450
Long And Lean
Now, Levi's straight
leg cords for the long,
trim look you want.
With all the traditional
detailing Levi's is famous
for . . . Levi's traditional
quality, too.
And Levi's Durawale Plus
gives you cord's soft
comfort plus built-i- n
shrinkage control.
Sizes 29-3- 8
to Buy Quality
just ordinary movies --
"Horror Flicks". I haven't
seen them yet, but I hear
the projectionist insisted
on blindfolds after he
saw them. There will be
three showings.. .9:30,
10:00, & 10:30.
4. Since this Is a Halloween
Party, why not come in a
costume? Need some In-
centive?... there will be a
costume judging at 11:00
...and prizes will be given
to those in the most
original andor effective
costumes. ,
5. Naturally, such intense
fun will require some
refreshments. There will
be donuts, cider, beer,
pop, chips and more.
This alone should inter-
est some of you! - But
you may want to starve
yourself for at 1 1 :00 there
jwill be a
6. Pumpkin Pie Eating Con-
test and prizes for those
- who show some capacity
in this area!
7. Up till now, I. haven't
. mentioned anything
about the Spook House
area.. .but I would sug-
gest that you eat, dance,
etc... before hand, be-
cause this highlight will
-- probably leave you in
such fright as to render
you useless for the rest
of the evening.
8. Prizes will be given out
generously to those who
show some type of skill
eating, bobbin, appear-
ance, etc.. .So win a prize
for someone you like.
You, the economically-minde- d
COW student can
attend the party of the year,
' which will include all of the
above, all for the low price of
Continued on page 7
MlaVce
HERO HOUSE one
just north of the
Ramada Inn
Have a HALLOWEEN HERO
a real treat!
P.S. Hero House has had
a face-li-ft - Come Celebrate.
Friday, October 29 - Movie; rFunny Lady" 7 and 9:30
V- - - p.m. 75 cents Mateer Auditorium.
V - Cage; "Mirror" with Beer 9 to 1
.-
- a.m. 75 cents.
.
Saturday, Oct. 30 - Movie; "Bride of Frankenstein"
and "Black Sunday" 7 and 9:30
p.m. 75cents Mateer Auditorium.'
. Cage; Halloween Extravaganza,
sponsored by Westminster Cottage
- . and L.C.B. . ' ;
Africa Rep
Moses Thompson, - repre-
sentative for Operation Cross-
roads Africa, will be on cam-
pus Friday, November 5. He
will talk with students inter-
ested in participating in one of
the crossroads projects in
African communities. -
Crossroads projects for the
Summer of 1977 include: art
and archaeology projects in
the Ivory Coast, agricultural
and community development
and media and health educa-
tion.
Book Sale!
r Andrews Library will hold a
book sale November 1 and 2!
Over 2,000 books and periodi-
cals will be sold in the library
lobby; hardbacks will sell for
25 cents each, paperbacks for
10 cents. It's a deal you can't
refuse!
Co-o-p Opens
Continued from page 1
standing bills at several rec-
ord companies. Consequent-
ly, few albums are presently in
stock, and records must be
obtained largely on a special
order basis.
Special orders generally ar-
rive within 48 hours of order-
ing. Any record currently in
print may be ordered.
HAUNTS
HereTonite
Operation Crossroads Afr-
ica was the forerunner of the
Peace Corps. It is unique in
this country
Participants are urged to
raise funds for the costs of the
projects from community in-
dividuals, groups, and organi-
zations. Past experience ind-
icates that this is the most
effective method of expanding
awareness of African cultures
and lifestyles among Amer-
icans.
Most students who partici-
pate in Crossroads projects
arrange to receive academic
credit. Mr. Thompson will be
showing a movie and talking
with students at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, November 5, in
Babcock. '
"Sam Superb
Continued from page 8
--Director Bruce Longworth is
to be saluted for a fine job of
: casting as well as directing.
His attention to detail was
apparent in "the little things"
the actors did. Much of what
made this a good show was
the timing. The pace was
rapid and did not break stride
noticably throughout the pro-
duction. My only complaint is
that many people did not get a
chance to see this outstand-
ing production. Maybe you
could "Play It Again, Bruce."
of your
Open until the
.WITCHING HOUR
262-8- 1 66
Hosts Prints
The Lakeside Studio will
.:
present for one day only a : :
unique selection of Old Mas-
ter, Modern Master and Con-
temporary prints. The exhibit '
will take place Friday, October
29, 1976 from 10 a.m. to 4 --
p.m. in the Frick Art Center
Museum at the College of,
Wooster. This collection is
brought to the public under
the auspices of Mr. George
Olson of the Art Department --- of
the College of Wooster
Local collectors will have a
fine opportunity to view this
collection of over 1,000 origin- -
al prints containing works by
Blake, Gal lot, Daumier, Darer,
.
Rouault, Villon, Miro, Hayter, -
UUhietlar Patorrti Anfroasian
Richard Hunt and manv
others. Also in the collection '
will be a number of Japanese
Woodcuts from the Ukiyo-- e
School along with numerous
wood engravings by Henry'
Wolf which are proofs from
lilts vvuii coifiic. wcci aiiioio
being represented are Cave,
McGee, Clemens, and
Schlump.
All works displayed are
available for purchase and
range in price from $5.00 to
$5,000 (total value will be over
$100,000).
The Lakeside Studio pub-
lishes editions each year by
many artists from all parts of .
me country ana an or inese
prints are represented in the
collections of several major
museums. Editions are not
only printed by the Lakeside
Studio Workshop facilities.
but also by Landfall Press in
Chicago, Fox Graphic in Bos-
ton and The Stonington Work-
shop in Connecticut.
Each year the Lakeside
Studio conducts workshops
specializing in printing techni
ques. This past summer,
Andrew Rush, who is current-
ly working and teaching pri-
vately at Rancho Linda Vista
in Oracle-Arizona- ,, "offered a
workshoD in The Ails and The
Senses. Jack Lemon of Land-
fall Press also spent time this
summer working with a"n um-
ber of artists in Plate Litho--
FALL BOOK SALE at
Collectors Associates! 20 --
60 on all book stock Incl.
rarities. Fri., Oct. 29, 6--9
p.m. and Sat., Oct. 30, 10-- 2
p.m. 1651 Beall Ave., Metro
Life Bldg. - Just 3 blocks
north of campus.
The ARTS JOURNAL
announces its annual
National Poetry Competi-
tion, open to all poets with-
in the continental U.S.
Twenty-fiv- e prizes awarded
including $100 Frist Prize.
Competition judged by
nationally-reknowne- d poet
John Beecher. Entry dead-
line Nov. 15. For informa-
tion and rules, write: Poetry
Editor, The ARTS JOURNAL
324 Charlotte St., Asheville
NC 28801- .-
Honore
"
--
.graphy.
With the assistance of John
Goodheart, who teaches cer-
amics at The University of
Indiana in Bloomington, a
large gas kiln was built. Prof.
Goodheart will be working
.
with Lakeside Studio in the
future to help set up a working
program in ceramics.
Lakeside Studio's represent-
ative- will accompany the
collection and will be glad to
answer questions both histor-
ical and technical on the
graphics he will have on ,
display.
I did a
40-pa- ge
exegesis.
Aren't I
Wonderful?
TomShupe
I aBBOSBBD n
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Stuff Envelopes
$25X3 per ku::eo
Immediate Earnisjs
. Send $1X3 To:
Envelcpes Dept. 332 A
313 Franklin Street
C3Stca,t!s. 02110
if -- ill il n
Daumier print on display in Frick
Party to Haunt Cage
Continued from page 6
25 cents if in costume, and 50
cents if not in costume.
. Yes, the good folks at West-
minster House in conjunction
with Lowry Center Board,
were working while you read
this article. To make sure
things will be ready when you
get there.. .on Saturday, Oct.
30 p
. can
Vif thciiuurxis
( f
--
-
'
1
-W ft from preserving
l ' -- i You are now
:
determining
claim and :
expression,
Wi'bimr you
1 XX
owners.
t
your key.
Wm fit. S--r
at
--POWER
who will attest thnl pyramids ant
J capable of powers which nnK
'' afruit to improving sex. V
-
able to jom.f m Jj theto in
' tor yourself the validity of Uiese
Xn 1 Jj exploring other
of PYKAM1DFOWER We
to the occlusive club of pyramid
PYRAMID-POWE- R i
t'jtm fiw it. Believe in it. V
J"
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today. Courtesy of Lakewood
30 in the Cage when the
guarantee for you a good
time, good company, good
food, good music and much
more. So you see, there is no
excuse for you not having a
good time on Saturday Nite,
Oct. 30,
Be There
Aioha
PYRAMID
now bp your servant, t -- Throughout
the wiirld todav j jtheneare
T V
THE EMPORIUM
Wooster Mini-Ma- il
Studios.
BEALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
Jut North of the Collage)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 4:15
PUMPKIN
TIME IS
PARTY TIME
Shop our party depart
ment for festive Hallmark
paper partyware, party ac-
cessories, and home deco-
rations.
I CARD ) )
. GIFT SHOPPC JJNiwatTia. ewa
When You Care Enough
To Send Th Very Best f--
eVA f otimci aU
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Play It Again Sam Groat ccoso; Acfting Fanfiasfifc
by Scott Weingart
As the old saying goes, I
have some good news and
some bad news. The , good
news is The Little Theatre's
production of "Play It Again,
Sam" is terrific The bads
news is it's over.
If you missed the produc-
tion, don't take it too hard.
You would have had a rough
time purchasing a ticket. In
short, the October 21-2- 3 pro-
duction was a success with a
capital "S".
Written by Woody Allen
("What's Up Tiger Lilly?,"
"Bananas," "Sleeper," "Take
the Money and Run," "Love
and Death") "Play It Again,
Sam" is the tender story of
Allan Felix's attempt to deal
with his recent divorce by
making love to his best
friend's wife. Do they find the
deep fulfillment for which
they are both desparately
searching? No. They both get
sick. Not to worry, though,
Allan and Linda are alka
seltzer junkies and it is the
perfect ending to the perfect
affair.
The play opens with Allan
alone in his apartment watch-
ing "Casablanca" on T.V. It is
the final scene in the movie
where Humphrey Bogart tells
Ingrid Bergman that their love
will never be and that she
should fly home to her hus-
band. ."Why can't I be more
like him?" laments Allan as he
switches off the T.V. and
begins a monologue about his
lack of success with women.
Throughout the play Allan
talks with his imaginary friend
Humphrey Bogart (played
convincingly in a trench coat
by John Gorman.) Bogie gives
Allan advice about handling
"dames." In the end it is also
Bogie who gives the moral of
the play "Never let a pal
down." ' ' . .
Clad in horn-rimm- ed glass-
es and tennis shoes, Steve
Coppick played the role of .
humor and sensitivity. A;
divorce is not especially
humorous, yet Allan looks at
it from the comic side. It is '
this image of a clown dressed
in a funny costume to hide his --
real sorrow . which Woody ".
Allen writes so well. Allan
Felix is the character around
whom most of the action --
revolves (Woody writes them
no other way) and it is crucial
for the actor playing Allan to
maintain the tempo of the
show. Coppick carried this off
with ease and never broke
stride or character. Allan is a
spastic neurotic who knocks
over drinks, peanuts and
tables. Coppick was so con-
vincing as a clutz that it gives,
one cause to stay off the
streets when he is behind the
wheel of a car.
In the supporting roles of
Dick and Linda, Jim Wilson
and Judy Simmons turned in
two impressive performances.
A veteran Little Theatre mem-
ber (meaning he has done
everything from singing to
hammering in almost every
production of the last three .
years),' Jim Wilson proved that
he has been too long deserv-
ing of a major role. Dick is an
investor whose brilliance in
the stock market will probably
get him a job as a taxi driver.
Wilson played the role with
zest (later he washed with it)
and brought the house down
with his three imaginary se-
quences at the end of the
show.
A newcomer to The College
of Wooster, Judy Simmons
was no newcomer to the --
stage. Her debut with The
Little Theatre showed promise
Put your valuables
In a First Federal fJSafety Deposit Box Jjfc
II 1812 Cleveland
IIIi II 264-781- 2
2
'Insured up to
$7 million.
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
v Donna Washington shoots Bogart as Steve Coppick makes
Stults. .
."
-
'" ;"
-
- ' v" -
(which she later ate on ' a
muffin) and leads one to hope
that she will pursue more
acting while she is at Woos-
ter.
One of the toughest roles to
play was that of Humphrey
Bogart. John Gorman must
have logged many hours in
front of the "Late-late-" td
come up with so convincing!
an impression of "the man."
He will probably never be mis- -
taken by Lauren Becall as he
departed husband, , but Gor-
man's gestures and manner-
isms were right on. Good job,
Schweetheart.
Donna Washington, who
played Allan's wife, Nancy,
did not have much of a role
with which to work. Still, she
carried , off - the short se-
quences" with grace (later she
and grace went out for pizza)
and handed in another fine
performance. " Sue '. Jolly,
Bunny McKee, Cyndi Raftus,
Denise Gordon, Jean Easton,
Nora Lori and Meg Hackett
proved that there are no small
parts and played their short
but sweet roles for all of the
laughs they were worth.. and
that was plenty of laughs.
Once again, Dave Kordalski's
program cover turned an
otherwise standard quick-cop- y
program Into worthy
'souvenir. -
.The set deserves more than
a brief paragraph. Designed
for the human race.
c at
Amster Shoes
I
his move 3hoto by Dave
by Bob McCleary and con-
structed under the supervision
of Jonathon Harvey, Allan's
'anarlmanf. IaaLaH r r rM
enough "lo rent. Particularly
effective was the raised floor
with the railing which was in
front of therblack backdrop.
This allowed the ' actors to
enter and exit' easily during
the - imaginary sequences.
While the raised floor was part
of the - apartment, It was
enough removed from the
main, action to allow ' the
imaginary sequences to play
with ease. Phil Harper's- - light
design put the -- finishing
touches on a very workable
and attractive overall set.
Continued on page 6
CAPRA II
Continued from page 3
al Guard in cases of "riots and
student unrest with live
ammunition and orders to
.shoot to kill." He would be a
dangerous and ineffective
President.
And Ford, Carter's mirror
image, has spearheaded an
attack on efforts to enforce
any and all civil rights legis-
lation. This stand is in direct
opposition to the Communist
platform, which calls racism a
poison that has polluted our
SPECIAL
World Watching U.S. Election Closely
by Jack Anderson
with Joe Spear
WASHINGTON - The presi-
dent of the Philippines, Ferdi-
nand Marcos, placed a telephone
call the other day to Indonesia's
Foreign Minister Adam Malik.
Marcos had learned that Malik
was visiting the United States.
Malik took the call in his suite in
New York City's Waldorf-Astori- a
Hotel.
The Filipino leader called all
the way . from Manila to ask
'
about the US. election. Malik
said it looked as if it would be a
close election. Marcos then
asked what Malik thought of the
candidates.
.. Perhaps the - Indonesian
foreign minister was unsure
whether his phone was
monitored. But he responded
,
very cautiously. He mentioned
no names. But finally, he said
.
that he thought world interests
would be best served by an ex-
perienced American president.
The telephone conversation
between the two Asian leaders
shows how closely the world is
watching, the US. election. In-
telligence reports also indicate
that most world leaders, like
" Malik, would prefer to see safe,
predictable Gerald Ford wia
', They are. apprehensive about
the inexperienced, untested Jim-
my Carter. Not that they have
anything against him. They
simply prefer the known Ford
rather than the unknown Carter.
Even America's adversaries
would rather see Ford elected
than take a chance on Carter.
Secret intelligence documents,
in fact, suggest that the Soviets
have deliberately sought to
avoid a crisis in Africa or the
Middle East They didn't want to
embarrass Ford during the
presidential campaign.
They have also been more
cooperative in the secret disar-
mament negotiations. They have
made several pre-electi- on con-
cessions without giving up any
major points. There is reason to
believe that they were trying to
offer Ford a pre-electi- on arms
limitation agreement --- a politi-
cal bonus to help him win the
election.
An intelligence analysis points
out that the Soviets made a simi-
lar effort to put Richard Nixon in
a good light during the 1972
campaign. They place great
stock in personal diplomacy.
They have established a per-
sonal rapport with both Gerald
Ford and Henry Kissinger. And
the Soviets prefer to deal with
adversaries thev know.
- CRUDE DIPLOMACY: A
vulgar crack about the blacks
cost Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz his job. We recently learned
about another vulgar crack by a
high official This one was made
by our ambassador to
Yugoslavia. Laurence Silber- -
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" The Danforth
Foundation, long active in
fellowships for graduate edu- -
cation, . recently declared its
intention to increase support
for the advanced education of
able minority persons Inter-
ested in preparing for careers
in college training. ,
After eight months of data
gathering and study by Staff,
the Board of Trustees adopted
: the following recommenda-
tions:
1) that the Danforth, Kent,
and Graduate Fellowships
for Women be reorganized
into one program the Dan-for- th
Graduate
.
Fellowship
Program.
2) that the Danforth Gradu-
ate Fellowship. Program
offer approximately 100 fel-
lowships for graduate edu-
cation annually, with 25 of
these awards designated for
American Indians, Blacks,.
Mexican-American- s, --and
Puerto Ricans.
.
3) that approximately 60-6-5
of the 100 annual awards go
. to persons applying as col--
lege seniors and that the re-
maining 35-4-0 awards to to
,
postbaccalaureate persons.
4) that7 preference be given
among the early entry appli-
cants to persons under 30
years of age and that pref-
erence be given among the
late, entry applicants to per-
sons 30 ,to 40 years of age. k
.5) that the Danforth Fellow-
ships be given to persons
committed to careers in col-
lege and university teach-
ing, in subject-matt- er spec-
ializations likely to be
taught in undergraduate
' liberal arts curriculum, and
for pursuit of the. Ph.D. or
other appropriate terminal
degree at an accredited un-
iversity of the Fellow's
choree in the United States.
6) that the Fellowships be
for one year, with the pos-
sibility of renewal for a total
of, four years, the actual
period : of support to be
worked out on an individual
basis.. ; :
7) that a Fellowship include
tuition arid, fees plus a sti- -
"
' pend.. ; .
.
8) that graduating seniors
be nominated by . campus
liaison officers and that
postbaccalaureate persons
make application directly to .
the Foundation.
9) that the criteria for selec-
tion feature, in addition to
an appropriate degree pro-
gram and a commitment to
teaching, dedication to ar
life of service informed by
moral or ethical values.
10) that the Foundation uti- -
lize unexpended Fellowship
.
funds in any fiscal year for
purposes of identifying,' re-cruiti- ng,
and educating
minority persons.
, ".
These recommendations .
will become effective in the
1976-7- 7 academic year, with
the first, appointees entering
graduate study in the fall of
1977. ... . , ;
.
.
More than 50 persons,
mainly from the' minorities,
. participated in consultations
held at various locations
around the nation. Also, data
were studied on the status of
minorities in higher educa-
tion, and there was a review of
accomplishments of minority
persons in Danforth-funde- d
'programs.
The foundation's commit-
ment to the needs and inter-
ests of persons from racial
dnd ethnic minorities has
been shown in the past
- through various grants and
programs. Approximately 20
percent of the resources ex-
pended through grants have in
one way or another been dir-
ected to minorities. In the
graduate fellowship programs
administered by the Founda-
tion,, ten percent - of the
awards in the last ten years
have gone to persons from the
minorities. The Southern Fel-
lowships Fund of the Council
of Southern Universities has
received fellowship grants
totaling $6,000,000. There
have been grants to various
individual universities for
minority fellowships. Now, in
'addition: to continuing sup-
port for some of these acti-
vities, the Foundation will
emphasize fellowships for
persons from selected minor-
ities1 through the Danforth
Graduate Fellowship Pro- -.
gram.
Recruitment activities have
already started, coordinated
by Dr. John Ervin, Dean of
Continuing Education, Wash
Make Your Choice
ington University, St. Louis,
who has been appointed Ad-
visor to the Foundation.'Sev-era- l
other persons represent-
ing minority groups will work
with Dean Ervin and the Foun-
dation Staff.
The Danforth Foundation,
established by the late Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Danforth
in 1927, is a national, edu-
cational, philanthropic organi-
zation, dedicated to enhanc-
ing the humane dimensions of
nation.
Today, after all the talk
about racial equality, v two-thir- ds
of all black teenagers
have never had a job, and the
average yearly income of
black families is less than half
that of whites. This is a direct
result of the racist policies
propagated by the corrupt
mirror-imag- e Democrats and
Republicans. Under Hall's
administration, these policies
as. well as the bosses who'
propagated them will be
man. He even put it in writing.
Silberman is known for his
hair-trigg- er tongue. His intem-
perate remarks about the
.
Yugoslavian leadership have
caused an uproar1 in Belgrade.
They also offended a Yugosla-
vian restaurant captain in
Toronto named Muradin
Debronja.
The emotional Debronja wrote
an angry letter to the American
ambassador. Debronja urged
Silberman to get out of
Yugoslavia before he found him-
self in trouble.
Silberman fired back a highly
unusual aide memoire. It is writ-
ten on the official letterhead of
the US. embassy.
"Dear Mr. Debronja." it says,
"I have received your letter of
August 4 Kiss my A--." It is
signed Laurence H. Silberman,
. Ambassador.
We reached Debronja in
Toronto. He wants an apology.
We also reached Silberman in
: Belgrade. He is still prickly over
the incident. He said the
restaurant captain had
threatened him.
BASHFUL BETTORS:
Federal law requires profes--sion- al
gamblers - or anyone else
who earns more than $500 a year
from wagers - to apply for a
special occupational tax stamp.
The list of registered gamblers
is kept confidential. But we've
obtained a breakdown. In all of
Nevada, only 120 gamblers are
registered. In New Jersey, where
organized crime abounds, no
gamblers at all are registered.
' There are also no gamblers in
.
Arizona.. Colorado, Connecticut
and Hawaii And there are only
three gamblers in Florida and
three in New York.
The state of Washington, ap-
parently, has the most honest
gamblers. There. 347 of them are
.
life. Activities of the Founda-
tion emphaslzethe theme of
improving the quality- - of
teaching and learning. The
Foundation serves the follow-
ing areas: higher education
nationally through sponsor-
ship of Staff-administer- ed
programs; precollegiate edu-
cation nationally through
grant-makin- g
- and program
activities; and urban affairs in
St. Louis through grant-makin- g
and program
Pirexy Race M Whe
swept away in a wave of hope
for America.
Our nation was formed in
revolution. We overthrew the
tyranny of Great Britain,
which has proven, in retro-
spect, to be a more just form
of rule than we have experi-
enced under pseudo-Presiden-ts
Ford and Nixon. Let
activism be victorious again-c- ast
your vote for freedom and
equality. Cast your vote for
Gus Hall.
registered.
The FBI claims that gambling
is the single largest industry in
the United States. It rakes in an
estimated $67 billion a year. Yet
only 1297 gamblers in the entire
country admit they make more
than $500 a year from gambling.
It looks as if a lot of gamblers
are violating federal law. Yet
there has been no federal
crackdown.
HENRY'S BEST FRIEND:
Some government officials take
their secretaries on official trips.
But our redoubtable Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, takes his
dog, Tyler. Tyler is a yellow
labrador, a birthday present
from Kissinger's wife Nancy.
Kissinger takes Tyler not only
on official trips but on vacations.
The Kissingers, for example, are
planning a post-electi- on vaca-
tion in the Virgin Islands. They
have gone there before. The last
time. Tyler chewed up a $300
rug..
But the Kissingers cant stay
angry at Tyler. They intend to
take him again.
PEANUT COMEBACK:
This is the year of the peanut, po-
litically speaking. Jimmy Carter
hs given the lowly peanut a
whole new image.
The Georgia Peanut Commis-
sion told us that business is
booming. Inquiries about
peanuts have doubled. The com-
mission is increasing the number
of samples this year from two to
three million peanuts.
Of course, everyone wants
peanuts from Jimmy Carters
farm,. But Carter, ironically, isn't
a big peanut producer. The
peanuts from his farm in Plains,
Georgia, also aren't sold to
supermarkets Carter grows
"seed" peanuts He sells them to
other peanut farmers for future
crops.
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Wooslleir;blanked --33-0
WOOSTER. OHIO The
College of Wooster football
team has found scoring to be .
somewhat of a problem lately,
and the : Heidelberg Student :
Princes can no doubt . sym-- C
pathize with the Scots' plights
After all, both teams have ;
failed to score a single point
in losing their first two Ohio?
Conference ; Red Division
games. Wooster (3-- 3) hasn't:
scored : a touchdown in 14
quarters while managing only
12 points in . its last four
games. Heidelberg (0-- 5) has
scored only 21 ; points all
"
season.' ; . -
.
-
- Identical problems, but it all
could change for at least one
of these teams Saturday when
they square off in Tiffin. To
the winner goes that Initial OC
victory and a chance - for a
winning ; conference ; season,
while the loser is stuck with,
an anchor position in the Red
"
' Division cellar. ,.
- The Student Princes,- - 24-- 0 ,
; losers to defending OC cham--:
Women Win
. by Charlene Daugstrup t .
Once again the Women's
Swim Team was able to defeat
their opponent but this time
they defeated both of their
opponents in a Tri-Me- et with
Capital and Muskingum, yes-
terday. The scores were
Wooster 95, Capital 68, and
Muskingum 36.
; There were eight first place
wins. In the 200 Freestyle :
Marsha Clever took a first with
.a time of 2:15.8, in the 50
Backstroke K.C. Clark broke a
'
school record in , a: time of
30.9. Other winners were Bon- -' ;
nie Bosworth In the 50 Breast-- "
roke with a time : of 36.2,
Nancy Lugar in the 50 Butter- - -
; fly with a time of 30.1 , Brenda
Lugar in the 100 Backstroke
with a time of 1:08.3 which
broke another school record, '
and Marsha Petry in the 500
Freestyle with a time of
6:16.9.
Coach Nichols said with all
the school records that have
been broken this year, it is a
good indication of the
strength the team' has built
up. V "
Their next meet is with
Denhison. Coach Nichols said
Field Hockey Nips B.G.
ty Charlene Daugstrup
Last Saturday the Women's
Field and Hockey Team slip-
ped by Bowling Green with a:
score of Wooster 1 Bowling
Green 0'.
.
"
--
; A free hit from Gay Kelley
was tipped by Judy Miller and
then the only goal of the game
was scored by Hilary
non. The J.V.'s slashed Bowl-
ing Green 6-- 0. Karen Jung had
four of the six goals and Mar-
ianne Brown, and Leslie C. had
the other two goals.
pion Muskingum last week,
- haven't been able to establish
a consistent offensive attack.Quarterback Jeff Daub has
accounted for all of Heidel- -,
berg's . scoring this season,
running : for one touchdown
I while throwing a pair of slx- -j
pointers to Jim Susong. The
rL Student Prince rushing attack,
which, ..has been averaging
only about 100 total yards per
- game, is led by Bill Stewart.
Stewart has been gaining over
four yards per carry while
accumulating roughly half of
"
i Heidelberg's running yards.
Heidelberg's defense, while
obviously, not. flawless, has
been improving slowly as the
season progresses. Many of
the Student Princes' problems
; have been caused by , offe-
nsive errors.. : -- ,.:;
- That unfortunate aspect of
the game is something the
; Scots know about all too well.
...When the Wooster offense
isn't giving away points, it
- sputters miserably before
Tri-Me- et
this is one Jeam they have
extreme desire to beat. Den-nis- on
has beaten Wooster two
year in a row.
Scotd ftg
by Jack Lolla
TIFFIN, OHIO Key Akin- -:
tude set a new career scoring
mark but Doug Goodwin won
the game as the College of
Wooster soccer team defeated
Heidelberg 4-- 1 Saturday.
Akintunde's second hat
trick of the season establish-
ed a new Wooster record as he
eclipsed the old mark of 31
goals in a career set by Chuck
Noth between 1966 and 1969.
With 11 goals this season,
the junior, center forward
needs only six more goals in
the last four games to tie the
season's scoring mark held by
Lance Rebel jo (1964) and
Craig Levinsky (1 973).
. It was the second time in.
two years that Akintunde has
scored three- - goals against
Heidelberg. While the two
On October 18 they were
unable to defeat Ohio State.
At half time it was tied and
Coach Morris felt they would
have been able to maintain
this tie but during the first 15
minutes of the- - second half
Ohio State scored and Woos-
ter began to lose their confi-
dence. And once again Ohio
State scored another goal and
: that ended it for Wooster.
Friday at 9:30 Wooster goes
on to play Oberlin in the State
Tournament. Oberlin is sec-
ond seated in the tournament.
giving way to the overworked
defense.
And when that defense,
plagued with injuries and thus
inexperienced ' personnel,
finally collapsed last Saturday
at Springfield, the result was a
33-- 0 shutout loss tov the
Wittenberg Tigers.
--
. Id all fairness to the over-
matched Wooster defense,
the Tigers executed their
game plarv about as perfectly
as possible. Utilizing an ar-
senal of 10 running backs,
Wittenberg ripped through the
' Scot defenders for 382 rush-
ing yards. Add up two pass
completions in as many at-
tempts for 58 yards and you
have a total of 440. .
Compare those statistics to
Wooster's 52 rushing and 16
passing yards for a total of 68,
and it's no wonder why the
Scots were lopsided losers.
If there can be such a thing
as a highlight for 33-- 0 vic-
tims, it would have to be the
record-settin- g punting perfor-
mance by junior Pete Moore.
Indicative of Wooster's offen-
sive frustration against the
Tigers were Moore's team-reco- rd
13 punts for 482 yards,
also a new Wooster record.
The previous marks of 10 and
419 in those categories were
set by Oscar Alonso in 1967.
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year letterman provided the
fire power, sophomore half-
back Doug Goodwin turned
the tide in game that was
billed as no contest prior to
the opening kick.
Only last year the Scots set
a team mark against the Stu-
dent Princes for most goals in
a game in the 15-- 1 victory. --
With only one win under their
belts this season, Heidelberg
was not expected to provide
much opposition. A 0--0 half-tim- e
score Saturday proved
.
otherwise.
"There were a lot of factors
entering into today's game,"
analyzed Wooster coach Bob
Nye. "The field was very nar-
row and rough. The combi-
nation made it easier for tt. --
players to defend us because
we couldn't sprea. jr attack
too much.
"However, most of our
problems came from playing a
passive game, giving up the
head ball, and not adjusting to
the situations and the playing
surface," Nye continued.
Wooster mounted several
attacks in the first half, using
a Jour: man front line. Twice
Akintunde drove to the base
line from a wing position and
passed the halfback Moi Oli-
ve! ra before the goal who hit
both shots over the top. Oli-vei- ra
hit another opportunity
right at the goalie later in the
half.
With Heidelberg blocking
the Scot's shots, the ball was
free at midfield with Woos-
ter's halfbacks on attack with
i .
i
S.
It was like this all day for the Scots en route to a 33-- 0
rout. Photo by Mark Snyder.
the forward line. The Student
Princes easily carried the ball
on the attack and made a.
battle of the first half.
Halfback Jay' Crawford
- made a throw in from the left
side to wing Matt Lawrence.
Lawrence passed to Akin-
tunde before the goal who let
the ball go through to Oliviera
on the right side. The Brazil-
ian's first shot was blocked
but rebounded back. Oliveira
shot again and missed the
goal in the winning minutes of
the half.
The second half opened
quickly as the Fighting Scots
carried the attack. With Akin-
tunde back at center forward,
Goodwin gained control of the
ball at midfield, passing to
Oliveira on the right side.
The senior hit Akintunde
coming up the middle and the
Nigerian placed the ball by the
goalie seven minutes into the
half. Five minutes later, sub-
stitute halfback Jim Farrell
took control of the ball 25
yards out. His shot hit the
upper left corner and rico-
cheted back into the net for
Wooster's second goal.
Akintunde had several op-
portunities saved and Oliveira
had a fourth attempt saved but
the Scots came back midway
through the half for the third
score.
Goodwin gained control of
another ball at Wooster's end
and passed to Oliveira near
midfield. The Brazilian passed
the ball through Heidelberg's
fullback line to Akintunde
1
V III ti
j
streaking up the middle. The
Nigerian fought off two de-
fenders and put the ball in the
right hand corner for his
second goal of the afternoon.
Heidelberg came back when
a long pass down the middle
was missed by center fullback
Kevin Kolich. Two Student
Princes took the ball against
Phil Lincoln and the goalie's
dive could not prevent the
score.
Minutes later, Akintunde
scored his third goal when
Lincoln cleared the ball from
Wooster's goal. The long kick
was taken by the Nigerian
near midfield and he beat two
defenders down field for the
score.
"As far as the team goes,"
the coach continued, "it's not
too late to win the conference.
We're sure going to have to
work a lot harder than we did
today if we want to win it."
Sporting a 1-- 0-1 conference
mark and 4-3--2 overall, Woos-
ter hosts Kenyon Wednesday
at Carl Dale Memorial Field.
The Lords lost Saturday to
Mount Union 4-- 0 but have
defeated Oberlin 3-- 1 this fall.
Saturday the Fighting Scots
travel to Oberlin for another
Ohio Conference match. The
Scots host Ohio State next
Wednesday for a 2:30 p.m.
independent contest, then
host Mount Union Saturday at
11 a.m. for what could be the
deciding game in the Northern
Division.
There isn't any margin for
error the rest of the season.
! --
-
t
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